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C O N T E N T S

Dr. Ashfaque Ansari, HOD
Civil engg branch is one of the oldest branch we ever had. In today’s scenario we all knows the rapid 
development of cities and town which ultimately development of nation. Due to urbanization and 
development of nations worldwide there is huge requirement of competent and highly qualified civil 
engineer...

Career in civil engg. Is one of the challenging opportunity for the students? It deals with design and 
construction of concrete as well as steel structures like dams, tunnels, buildings, roads, bridges, airports, 
harbors, sewage plants, power plants and many more...

Civil department at Anjuman engineering college have highly qualified staff with good teaching and industrial 
experience having roots with NIT’s. We also have advanced and well equipped laboratories with latest 
equipments and software’s.

We at ACET aim to develop our students to face the challenges in academics as well Industries. Our students 
not only perform well in university exams but also other competitive exams like GATE, MPSC, UPSC, Indian 
Railways etc. We, at ACET also guide our students to be a successful entrepreneur. Some of our students 
have become a successful entrepreneur.

I expect my students to be successful, responsible and committed to their work. I wish best of luck for all of 
my students for a successful carrier.



Vision
To be the centre of excellence for 
developing quality civil engineers 
with moral and social ethics to 
face global challenges for the 
sustainable development of 
society

To create conductive academic culture for learning and identifying career goals.

To impart quality technical education along with research opportunities.

To impart knowledge and generate entrepreneurship skills contributing to the socio – 
economic growth of the nation.

To inculcate values and skills, that will empower our students, towards National development 
through technology, to preserve nature and its resources.

Mission

We are committed to imparting value-added education that would enable us to fulfill the ever-increasing 
demands of the competitive and target-driven business environment.

Quality Policy

I am profoundly privileged to have been associated with Anjuman College 
of Engineering & Technology, since 2000. It has been a wonderful journey 
of achievements and nothing could equal the pleasure and satisfaction to 
see that in a short period, the college has carved a niche in the technical 
academic scenario. The sapling planted by visionaries has grown into a 
huge oak tree… yes over two decades;

ACET with its humble beginning has become a premier institute of 
Central India. Every great achievement is a compilation of great efforts. A 
learned and wise management, able leadership, competent and 
dedicated faculties, state of art infrastructure and passion to excel has 
made ACET what it is today. The major challenge for today’s engineering 
educational institutions is to accommodate the ever-varying aspirations of 
the younger generation because of increasingly changing demand and 
development in industries. The success of our undergraduate, and 
postgraduate & research programs are supervised by our eminent faculty, 
who continue to set the standard for excellence. I welcome you to this 
extremely dynamic and challenging world of science and technology.

Dr. SYED MOHAMMAD ALI

Words from PRINCIPAL

It gives me an immense joy and satisfaction to re-introduce our very own 

Departmental News Letter. We have tried to churn out creativity from this mess 

of science. Departmental News Letter is a mirror which reflects the literary, 

educational and sports activities going on in the department. Also it helps 

showing various steps taken and activities which our students are nurtured with. 

The name and fame of an institute depends on the caliber and achievements of 

the students and teachers. The role of a teacher is to be a facilitator in nurturing 

the skills and talents of the students. This New Letter is a platform to exhibit the 

literary skills and innovative ideas of teachers and students. I would like to place 

on record my gratitude and heartfelt thanks to all those who have contributed to 

make this effort a success. I profusely thank the Committee for giving support 

and encouragement and a free hand in this endeavor. 

I truly hope that the pages that follow will make an interesting read. ‘Happy 

Reading’

Mohd Atif 
Assistant Professor

M E S S A G E  F R O MEditor



WINTER 2020-21

Toppers

SUMMER 2020-21

Toppers

Third
Semester

Siddiqui Gulnaz Nizamuddin 
83.42%   SGPA 8.71

Sakhare Aboli Vitthal  
76.42 %   SGPA 7.96

 Poonam Belekar      
74.80 %   SGPA 7.83

Fifth
Semester

Imdadullah Khan 
78.14%    SGPA 7.96

Mohammad Mohsin Ali 
76.00%    SGPA  7.84

 Mayuri Awale 
74.57%    SGPA  7.80

Seventh
Semester

Poonam Belekar 
83.60%  SGPA  8.84

Vaibhavi Nandeshwar 
78.80% SGPA  8.20

Sharukh Ahmed  
77.74% SGPA  8.00

fourth
Semester

Sohail Diwan Ashfaque Diwan 
86.85%  SGPA 9.36  

Aarya P. Ukey 
86.85%    SGPA 9.16

Mohamad Sufiya Khan 
86.71% SGPA  9.08

Sixth
Semester

Siddiqui Gulnaz Nizamuddin 
88.57%   SGPA  9.22

Nehal Raju Thombre 
86.57%   SGPA  9.11

Shreyash Bapuji Zade 
86.28%    SGPA  9.04

Eighth
Semester

Imdadullah Khan 
78.14%   SGPA  7.96

Mohammad Mohsin Ali 
76.00%   SGPA  7.84

Mayuri Awale 
74.57%   SGPA  7.80
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Town Planning in United StatesWorkshop

Innovation & Recent Trends in Civil EngineeringWorkshop



“Don’t stop, don’t tire, don’t be scared of pain’’. “The pain never stays 
forever, never stays forever”. “One who stops due to crime, hides in the 
earth”. “Those rivers do not flow, do not flow”.

“When the curtain of the night will be lifted”. “The morning will pierce the 
sky and prevail”.

“The day has gone, the night has come but the day will come again”.

“Don’t lose heart, the darkness will melt definitely”.

“When the stars hide, what if the moon also avoids the gaze”. “You just 
keep going on”.

“Oh, free bird, “Oh, free bird, “Oh, free bird...

“If to meet the morning, if you have to walk the entire night”. “Oh traveler, 
don’t stop”.

“The morning has arrived”.

 

“The mountain will break, when the rivers will flow”. “The earth will be 
sowed, every morning”.

“Oh traveler, it’s not very far, when your dry land, Will be sowed once 
again, every morning”.

“The past which has gone, has gone away”. “The tomorrow which will 
come, will be ours”.

“The day has gone, the night has come but the day will come again”.

“Don’t lose heart, the darkness will melt definitely”.

“When the stars hide, what if the moon also avoids the gaze”. “You just 
keep going on”.

“Oh, free bird, “Oh, free bird, “Oh, free bird...

If you jump from a high hill
You will die…No,
You will enter a new world of hope
Which is full of your  wishes
You just have to believe

 Everest is only a mountain
 Just like a shape prism
 It can’t hold your hopes,
 To reach at it’s peak point
 You just have to believe

Never give up
Everything is possible
The world is just too short to sink in,
Let it go, and feel the universe.
You just have to believe.

 Effort and hard work are,
 the perseverance key to success,
 you can achieve which you dream
 You just have to believe

Never  approve your mistakes as a sin
because each mistake teach a lesson.
Mistakes doesn’t ever taint your soul
You just have to believe

 Never give up in a situation
 You can’t hold up,
 Find a solution,
 There is always a choice,
 Which depends on you.
 You just have to believe

Mirror is just an image reflection of you.
Who you are?
Ask your inner self
For this you just have to believe in yourself

“BE A WINNER’’“BE A WINNER’’

AIMAN JAVED

Sixth Sem

Patil Taresh Rakesh

4th Sem.

YOU 
JUST HAVE 
TO BELIEVE



TEACHING  STAFF 

Civil engineering, the profession of designing and executing structural works that serve the general public, such 
as dams, bridges, aqueducts, canals, highways, power plants, sewerage systems, and other infrastructure. 
The term was first used in the 18th century to distinguish the newly recognized profession from military 
engineering, until then preeminent. From earliest times, however, engineers have engaged in peaceful activities, 
and many of the civil engineering works of ancient and medieval times—such as the Roman public baths, 
roads, bridges, and aqueducts; the Flemish canals; the Dutch sea defenses; the French Gothic cathedrals; and 
many other monuments—reveal a history of inventive genius and persistent experimentation.
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